
Planning Service 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency 

2 March 2021 
for attention of Stuart Murison 
Aberdeenshire Council 
Planning and Environmental Services 
Gordon House 
Blackhall Road 
Inverurie 
AB51 3WA 
 
By email only to:  
planningonline@aberdeenshire.gov.uk 
stuart.murison@aberdeenshire.gov.uk 
 
 
Dear Mr Murison 
 
Town and Country Planning (Scotland) Acts 
Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Scotland) Regulations 
2017 
SEPA reference: JM/ASC/2021/001 
Planning application: APP/2020/1324 
Erection of Energy from Waste Facility 
Kirkwood Commercial Park Ltd Kirkwood Commercial Park Inverurie Aberdeenshire AB51 
5NR 
 
By SEPA’s letter of 1 September 2020 (our reference PCS/172414) we lodged an objection seeking 
further information in relation to issues relevant to SEPA. Further information has been recently 
submitted by the applicant. In most cases, this information has adequately addressed our request 
for information and hence we withdraw our objection in relation to some elements as identifed 
below. 
 
In the event the planning authority proposes to grant planning permission contrary to the flood risk 
advice in section 1.2 below, the Town and Country Planning (Notification of Applications) Scotland) 
Direction 2009 criteria for the referral to the Scottish Ministers of such cases. You may therefore 
wish to consider if this proposal falls within the scope of this Direction. 
 

Advice to the planning authority 
 

1. Flood risk 

1.1 We welcome the removal of the site access road and SUDS basin from the 1 in 200 flood 

extent. However, we note the Council’s Flood Prevention Team comments and fully support 

the request for a revised/new plan and site sections showing clearly the proposed and 

existing site levels, confirmation of whether compensatory storage is required, and 

confirmation of the 1:200 plus climate change and freeboard levels. 

1.2 Until this information is submitted, unfortunately our objection in relation to lack of 

information on flood risk must remain oustanding.  
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2. Potential Consentability under The Pollution Prevention and Control (Scotland) 

Regulations 2012 (the PPC Regulations) 

2.1 We thank the applicant for submitting further information with regards to our objection due to 

lack of information on consentability. It should be noted we have only examined the 

additional information that we believe to be relevant to our outstanding objections. 

2.2 Based on the information available to us at this time, we consider the proposed activity is 

potentially consentable by us under the PPC Regulations.  

2.3 Nevertheless, we highlight that it is at the applicant’s risk to apply for planning permission 

prior to the submission and consideration of a PPC permit application. Planning permission 

does not guarantee an activity can be permitted by us, and there is a possibility that changes 

to the proposed layout, including stack height, may impact on any planning consent. Of 

particular note with respect to this proposed development are: 

a) Due to a period of time between the planning application and subsequent PPC 

application, there is the potential for change to both the design requirements of the 

project as well as the receiving environment itself. 

b) The proposed plant design has not been demonstrated to represent Best Available 

Techniques, a requirement for PPC, at this stage and as such may be subject to change 

with respect to the potential size, location, configuration or need for additional 

processing/abatement plant which will need to be designed within the proposed site 

footprint; and 

c) The assessment of the air emissions from the proposed development has been based 

on a stack height that has not been demonstrated to represent Best Available 

Techniques and as such may be subject to change.  

2.4 We consider it to be at the applicant’s commercial risk if any significant changes required 

during the regulatory stage, for example changes to stack height, necessitate a further 

planning application.  

2.5 We also provide the following comments on the aspect of impacts of health in relation to our 

interests: 

a) The information presented in the Environmental Impact Assessment Report suggests 

that the ambient concentrations resulting from the direct emissions during normal and 

abnormal operation are unlikely to result in any significant environmental or human 

health impacts with predicted process contributions dominates by existing background 

concentrations. The anticipated emissions on which these assessments are based 

appear realistic. The applicant has considered air quality during operation as part of the 

planning process and that the development is potentially consentable. 

b) The information in the Environmental Impact Assessment Report is not sufficient to 

demonstrate that the proposed flue gas treatment train and other associated air emission 

abatement control techniques represent Best Available Techniques. However, this will be 

required to be completed at the PPC permit application stage. 

c) There are some areas identified within the air quality assessment that, while they do not 

affect our consideration of the potential consentability of the proposal with respect to this 

planning application, will require correction/clarification in any subsequent PPC 

application. 



3. Potential consentability under Control of Major Accident Hazards Regulations 2015 

(COMAH) 

3.1 From information provided by the applicant (email dated 24 February 2021) the proposal will 

not fall under COMAH regulations and therefore we remove our objection in this regard. 

 
4. Pollution Prevention in Construction 

4.1 Unfortunately, there appears to be no additional construction SUDs proposed in the revised 

drainage assessment and therefore our objection to this aspect of the proposal remains 

outstanding.  

4.2 We will remove our objection when commitment is given to additional construction SUDs in 

the form of a separate settlement pond(s) or silt busters. These should be shown on a 

revised plan to illustrate there is sufficient space on site to accommodate these measures. 

 
5. The Water Environment (Controlled Activities) (Scotland) Regulations (CAR) 

5.1 We note from the applicant’s letter dated 22 December 2020 that a ‘private water supply’ will 

be used but no further details have been provided. We request the applicant confirms that no 

abstractions from the existing lade or River Don will be required before we will consider 

removing our outstanding objection in this regard. 

 
6. Site Waste Management, Wastewater Drainage and Environmental Enhancements 

6.1 For the avoidance the of doubt, we confirm our previous request for conditions in relation to 

site waste management, wastewater drainage and environmental enhancements remain 

unchanged. 

Regulatory advice to the applicant 
 
In addition to the regulatory advice previously provided, we wish to highlight operational process 
waters cannot enter a surface water system and will therefore be required to be directed to the 
waste water system or be tankered off site. 
 
Jim Mackay 
Planning Unit Manager (North) 
Scottish Environment Protection Agency 
 
Disclaimer 
This advice is given without prejudice to any decision made on elements of the proposal regulated 
by us, as such a decision may take into account factors not considered at this time. We prefer all the 
technical information required for any SEPA consents to be submitted at the same time as the 
planning or similar application. However, we consider it to be at the applicant’s commercial risk if 
any significant changes required during the regulatory stage necessitate a further planning 
application or similar application and/or neigbour notification or advertising. We have relied on the 
accuracy and completeness of the information supplied to us in providing the above advice and can 
take no responsibility for incorrect data or interpretation, or omissions, in such information. If we 
have not referred to a particular issue in our response, it should not be assumed that there is no 
impact associated with that issue. For planning applications, if you did not specificallyrequest advice 
on flood risk, then advice will not have been provided on this issue. Further information on our 
consultation arrangements generally can be found on our website planning pages at 
https://www.sepa.org.uk/environment/land/planning/. 
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